
Let‘s disscuss Internet Governance!



http://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/
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http://www.coe.int/en/web/portal/home
http://ec.europa.eu/
https://community.icann.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=2266155
http://www.ebu.ch/home
https://etno.eu/
https://www.giplatform.org/
https://www.icann.org/en/
http://www.internetsociety.org/
https://www.bakom.admin.ch/bakom/en/homepage.html
https://www.ripe.net/
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Total of submitted proposals: 79 (in 2021: 99)

https://www.eurodig.org/get-involved/planning-process/#tab-call-for-issues

https://www.eurodig.org/get-involved/planning-process/#tab-call-for-issues






Human rights & data protection

AI risk assessment #15 #39 #74 (#7)

self sovereignty regarding identity, economic usage of data, social media etc
#21 #35 (#46 #69 #80?)

Farming, IoT and Internet - Impact on food security, right to repair, efficiency etc. #24 #37

national sovereignty vs. global actors, rules and standards: E.g. chips manufacturing, 
internet segmentation, gated access etc. #38 #77 (#44 #53 #58 #70)

DSA and DMA impacts on social media, SMEs etc. #40 #47 #55 #59 (#56 #83?)

Scanning of private messages for security, or encryption for security, or scanning on our 
own decives #41, #63, #71



Innovation and economic issues

Competition #49 #53

Internet Innovation #42 #46 #50 #52

Sustainability #42 #51

Access / 5G #43 #48 #54

Supply chains #44

#60 
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https://eurodigwiki.org/wiki/Programme_structure_2022_%E2%80%93_draft


Reality check - do we have the right tools to solve 

the problems? 

Is Europe doing the right things to keep the Internet 

safe and open?



Olivier Crepin-Leblond Sorina Teleanu Jörn Erbguth Ross Creelman Yrjö Länsipuro Tatiana Tropina Polina Malaja

Support for Tatianas proposal 

which builds up on Polinas

proposal. 

The risk of fragmentation due to 

over-strong content regulation 

that creates national regimes is 

real. This segues well with 

Secretariat Reality Check with 

the emphasis on whether all 

these regulations will keep the 

Internet *Open* - in the wider 

sense. Safer, definitely, but 

Open perhaps no more, for 

many reasons.

Support for Yrjös proposals. 

And making some suggestions to 

reword the Secretariats 

proposed questions: 

Do we have - and use - the 

adequate tools to maintain an 

open and safe Internet and 

address other digital policy 

challenges? If not, what is 

missing and how do we get 

there?

There are two regulatory main 

areas where a lot is happening:

A) AI act and data governance 

act. Since AI is dependent on a 

lot of training data, the 

discussion on both acts could be 

combined. Do they properly 

address the risks involved? Do 

they help or impede innovation 

and open data? Will this create 

more unfair burdens for SMEs or 

will it regulate tech giants?

Support for the proposal of Jörn 

to discuss 

major EU legislative initiatives, 

including AI Act, DSA, DMA (but 

need to ensure these 

discussions remain up to date, 

as these files are all progressing 

quickly)

Countering the dominance of 

tech giants

Support Polinas suggestion 

about digital sovereignty, but I 

would suggest broadening the 

angle and put cybersecurity as 

one of the aspects. 

Also, there are some discussions 

on whether approaches to 

digital sovereignty can fragment 

governance approaches to the 

technical (logical) layer of the 

internet. This actually fits the 

"right path" question. 

European Digital Sovereignty: 

from data, standards, software 

and services to digital 

infrastructure - What are the 

basic principles behind it and is 

Europe on a right path towards 

strengthening its role in an 

interconnected world?



Olivier Crepin-Leblond Sorina Teleanu Jörn Erbguth Ross Creelman Yrjö Länsipuro Tatiana Tropina Polina Malaja

I also think that misinformation, 

in the age of COVID19 

misinformation, is still a very 

important topic, only I do not 

know by what angle we should 

be addressing this.

Perhaps should we look at the 

misinformation game(s) that 

have been developed to get the 

population to understand, like 

the one on: 

https://www.goviralgame.com/

books/go-viral/ 

Digital Services Act and Digital 

Markets Act will revolutionize 

platforms in the EU?

What does it mean to existing 

platforms (Meta just threatened 

to withdraw Facebook from the 

EEA)? Will it help competition? 

What are the impacts on 

freedom of speech and cross 

border law enforcement?

Support proposals on digital 

sovereignty etc. however I think 

a possible focus could

look at ICT standardisation - a 

lot of work happening in EU 

(Standardisation strategy) and 

SDOs, which is of great interest 

for digital sovereignty in Europe

Internet in times of geopolitical 

trouble

Might be too narrow of a topic, 

but it’s currently quite a big 

political battle at the UN with 

Europe struggling together with 

like-minded state in the UN 

cybercrime processes (the 

negotiations on the new UN 

cybercrime treaty).

It might be a subject of one of 

the sub-sessions, but I am not 

sure how this would fit the 

overarching themes and where. 

I just want to flag this topic. 

The future of content 

moderation: How to ensure 

access to a safe, trustworthy, 

diverse and multilingual online 

environment?


